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Wisconsin Voters Report Receiving Robocalls Telling Them Not To Vote

From Eau Claire to Beloit, voters across Wisconsin are relaying stories via Twitter, Facebook and online message boards about anonymous robocalls from allies of Scott Walker, telling...
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Your Facebook "Privacy Notice" Is Unenforceable Nonsense

If you have a Facebook account, you’ve likely seen your dull friends post some version of a "privacy notice" there recently...
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How To See Tuesday’s Transit Of Venus

Tonight, Venus will cross in front of the sun, a rare phenomenon known as the transit of Venus an event which will not occur again for more than 100 years...
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Apple said held back by Google on iOS' Maps features for years, might bring...
In the last 1 HOUR

**The roar of the crowd**

ACCORDING to Joseph Henrich and his colleagues at the University of British Columbia, most undergraduates are WEIRD. Those who teach them might well agree. [read full article](#)

**California's Gay Marriage Ban Headed For The Supreme Court**

SAN FRANCISCO, June 5 (Reuters) - The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals cleared the way on Tuesday for the U.S. Supreme Court to consider California's gay marriage ban, declining an appeal to revisit the case. Supporters of the 2008 ban, Proposition 8, have lost two rounds in federal court but have made clear they will appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court and hope for a favorable response from the conservative-leaning court. [read full article](#)

**This Car Captures the Street Views Google Missed**

The iQ Street View project in Belgium will capture 360-degree views of narrow Belgian streets that the Google Street Car couldn't get into. [read full article](#)
Academic publishers have become the enemies of science
The US Research Works Act would allow publishers to line their pockets by locking publicly funded research behind paywalls

Mike Taylor
guardian.co.uk, Monday 16 January 2012 12.13 GMT
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Drunk Swedish elk found in apple tree near Gothenburg

The elk was apparently searching for fermenting apples when she got stuck

A homeowner in southern Sweden got a shock when he found a drunken elk stuck in his neighbour's apple tree.